June Announcements

It is hard to believe that another school year is coming to an end. Through good times and bad times, we have found new ways to show our love and support of our members. We have found pockets of joy and overcome challenges with our membership to cross the finish line together.

Our Membership Monday Memo will resume its monthly publication schedule Monday, August 1. Let the summer begin!

Member Mentions

The 7 C’s to Build a Winning Team - Coaching, Character, Communication, Commitment, Contagious Energy, Caring, Consistency.

A Look Ahead

PTA Resources. For more information on dealing with community violence and traumatic events like the recent school shooting in Texas, we invite you to use the resources at PTA.org/Grief.

Learning Labs - Events | National PTA
Did you know you could see one of National PTA’s Learning Labs to dive deep into the important topics that matter to you! You can engage with experts in the field, offering new and helpful ideas on many issues such as “Identifying and Mitigating Psychological Issues in the Classroom”, “PTA Connected” and more. The “Identifying and Mitigating Psychological Issues in the Classroom” Learning Lab provides parents with tools to help identify and prevent behaviors symptomatic of disrupted well-being, etc. The other Learning Labs also have great information and are available for you to see at any time.

STEM excitement can occur at home!
All students should have access to STEM education that may inspire them to pursue opportunities and careers in STEM! Pta.org/STEMatHome

Join PTA in cultivating culture, leadership, and relationships!

We wish you a happy and healthy summer.*

A Message from Membership

All officers must be a yearly dues-paying member of the PTA.

As stated in your bylaws, local unit officer forms must be returned no later than June 30th, unless you have a fall election then October 31st. Even if there have been no changes since last year, please still send us a 2022-2023 Officer’s List. Having your contact information is important so we can get all your officers’ newsletters, messages, and more. Thanks for keeping us posted.

“Being a member is about knowing that you are not on your own and that you share experiences with other people” ~ Member

Here is the link to the tutorial on how to set up a membership in memberhub.


We hope you continue to grow membership and help us sustain our mission: “PTA’s mission is to make every child’s potential a reality by engaging and empowering families and communities to advocate for all children.”

@MassPTA
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